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   Our 52nd year and counting. 

  

From Bill McLernon, FCC President:   We have been extremely                                                                    

lucky this winter thus far. The temperatures have been fairly                                                             

warmer than usual and we’ve had more opportunities to point and                                                                                              

click the outdoors than usual. Our last two photographic trips were                                                            

at the Nassau Museum, Roslyn Harbor, where we met the Syosset                                                                    

and Fresh Meadows camera clubs, and the Planting Fields for the                                       

Camellia Festival, in Oyster Bay. More about the Camellia’s by Tony                                                           

Coppeta later in this issue. Stay tuned for more trips and events from Elliot Friedman 

who has volunteered for the Trips & Events Committee.                                                                        

Louise DeStefano’s daughter, Jessica Kimmel offered a new location for the FCC to 

meet, at 150-42 11th Avenue, Whitestone. We want to thank Jessica for offering the 

space. On February 17th, a few of the board members went to test the location for 

internet access, zoom, email and connecting to the visual media and speakers there. 

After a few hours we were able to ensure that everything worked with the FCC 

computer.  Thanks to those who assisted; Tony Siciliano, Tony Coppeta, Bernie 

Gellman and Elliot Friedman.                                                  Continued next page                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
.                                                                                                                                                  

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with third-

parties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites. 

 Copyright © 2022-23Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved.    Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.  

 

1st—Photos “Members show & review”    

3rd-last day for PFLI entry for Mar 10th Comp                   

5th -PFLI Sunday Lecture -Claire Gentile “Creative 

Architectural Photography”                                               

15th– Program Masters of Photography by Anne 

Hickey                                                                                             

29th-Themed “Members show & review” - Street 

Photography.    
2nd-PFLI Sunday Lecture—Cameraland presents 

“Perspective, Depth of Field, Scale & Lens choice.”                            

4th—Photos “Members show & review”                          
5th –Passover NO meeting                                    

7th-last day for PFLI entry for Mar 14th Comp                       

19th– Program –Creative Smart Phone 

Photography                                                                          

23rd -PFLI Spring Spectacular see page 4 

Tony Coppeta 

Terry Chen 



From the editor’s desk: 
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As you may be aware prior to this season a majority or members expressed desire to  change from 

monthly FCC judged competition to our current “Show and/or Review” of images. From a recent member 

survey  we learned that a couple of members had now preferred  the  old type judged FCC monthly image 

competition better.                                                                                                                                                                        

Perhaps it was not fully understood that any images presented in “Show and/or Review” can then be 

entered into the PFLI monthly competition.  Results from the PFLI competitions will be used to determine 

our FCC Photographers of the Year.  So if you are not participating in our “Show and/or Review” you 

therefore  will not be eligible for FCC Photographer of the Year award.  Also to compete for Image of the 

Year in FCC ’s Best of the Best competition at seasons end you must have shown your images in our 

monthly “Show and/or Review” or the FCC Facebook page.  Remember any of your images that are sent 

to PFLI may also give you a shot at entering the Leonard Victor Competition at season’s end.  I hope this 

clears things up.  There is still a few months left to submit images to “Show and/or Review” and have a 

chance to win.   

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE CONTINUES...It's time to start looking for new Officers and committee members for the 2023-2024 

fiscal year. We will start taking names of those that wish to volunteer and help run the club. If nominated I will gladly 

continue as President  for a second term the next fiscal year, unless there is a rush to take over the position. We do need 

to fill the following officer positions: Vice President, Treasurer and Recording Secretary. To Volunteer please send the 

name(s) to FlushingCameraClub@gmail.com; “Subject: Officers/Committee”.  Or to Tony Coppeta or Joe Crupi who 

have volunteered to run the “Nominating Committee” and will be searching for the best candidates. We also need 

“YOU” to step up for one of the following committees to provide these individuals with a break for the 2023-2024 fiscal 

year: Administration/Hospitality: Rick Mark ; Media Presentation: Bernie Gellman Needs a backup!:  IN Focus - FCC 

Newsletter: Joe Crupi; Programs/Education: Tony Siciliano Needs a backup; Zoom meeting Backup: Bill McLernon;  

Membership: Tony Coppeta, Ed Xu ; Photographic Federation of Long Island Competition: Louise DeStefano, Elliot 

Friedman,  Trips & Events: Elliot Friedman, Tony Coppeta and Bill McLernon;  Website Development Team: Bill 

McLernon, Joe Macaluso ....We would like to thank the above individuals that are currently volunteering in those 

positions.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The Board culled through the extensive list of trips and events from last year. Here are the final lists of possible future 

trips:   Day trips: Cradle of Aviation, Grand Central Station, LIRR lower-level Nickerson Beach, Brooklyn Bridge 

walkover, Oculus, Ferry rides to Governor’s Island and Coney Island at Sunset, Dumbo, Oculus. Montauk Lighthouse at 

Sunset, Hudson Street at Sunset, Central Park Early Spring or Fall Early Morning or at Dusk.                                                                                          

Overnight(s) trips: Amish Country; Bethlehem Steel, PA; Rochester, Letchworth State Park; Mystic, Ct. Stay tuned for 

more on these trips in your email and on the FCC website.                                                                                                                                                  

If you have suggestions for a photographic trips and events, please send them to FlushingCameraClub@gmail.com; 

Subject: “T&E Photos Suggestion”.                                                                                                                                                                                                  

As you are already aware from my message last month, our outside program providers/presenters are now charging 

$150-$250 per program. In previous years the costs were $50 on average. Our website hosting on Wild Apricot also is 

going up 25% to $648, Zoom $150, PFLI Dues $70, Miscellaneous expenses $400. The club is now spending more than 

our income. Concerning our budget and yearly dues; our yearly expenses have risen and we need to make adjustments.  

In order to preserve our $40 annual membership dues the board (including those life members) voted unanimously on 

the following change.  Starting with the next season in September 2023 all life members will no longer be free and will 

pay the same $40 dues. Presidents will be given free membership only while serving in office.  We hope this change will 

keep our treasury in the black.  It may be reevaluated next year if need be.                                                                                                                            

Last month we heard from FCC member, Andy Silver who provided an extremely intricate program on the “Basics of 

Photography”. I am positive everyone who attended his presentation learned something from it. Hope to see you all on-

line this month. Happy “clicking” and stay safe.           Bill McLernon    

In this issue : as usual page 1 is the president’s message and our calendar.  Page 3 has an article by Bob Green, a Tim Grey 

tip and our Birthday wishes.  On page 4 is an article on cowboy photographer Kurt Marcus and a report on Andy Silver’s 

“Basic Photography” presentation & PFLI Spring Spectacular flyer.  Your PFLI scores and current competition standings are 

on page 5. Then on pages 6 and 7 are some good photography tips.  Tony Coppeta’s report on the Field trip to the Planting 

Fields is on page 8. And lastly on page 9 is another tip from the talented Russ Burden.        Enjoy, “photoJoe” Crupi 

mailto:FlushingCameraClub@gmail.com
mailto:FlushingCameraClub@gmail.com


We always look forward to our members contributing articles to the newsletter.  Please feel free to email me any they you 

would like to share for our readers to enjoy.  Joecxlt@aol.com     Editor 

Wishing all our FCC members born in the month of March 

.    a very happy and healthy birthday !                                              

.    David Aliano, Russ Burden, & Rick Mark       
If we don’t have the month of your birth email to Joecxlt@aol.com 
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LOOKING FOR CALENDAR PHOTOS    

Each month I will use 2 members images that best depict the 2 months in our calendar on the front page of the newsletter .  

All members welcomed to submit images but I can only select 2 each month so keep trying throughout the rest of our season.   

We will need a new picture for April and also for May by the 3rd week of May.     Send as many as you like.   

In this issue’s calendar the chosen images were submitted by Terry Chen and Tony Coppeta.  Thanks to all who contributed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Keep trying each month .   Good luck next month, photoJoe Crupi    Email images to Joecxlt@aol.com 

The following was submitted by Bob Green.                                                                                                                                               

Question anything new in digital photography                                                                                                                                              

Have you seen the ads Luminar AI can transform your images with the click of a button.  I looked at Luminar AI landscape 

package $49 that automatically enhances photos. Well is seems half of it you can not use in FCC PFLI OR PSA competitions 

using someone's skies as sky replacement like those included with Luminar in your images is a no no.                                                                                                              

Also while viewing some before and after images in their website I liked some before images more since they appeared more 

natural. Some of the after images looked like what slide film shooters using certain filters years ago accomplished. One does 

not have to buy every plug in available to make a good image.                                                                                                                                

A good photo can be taken in camera without needing much photoshop and it is not necessarily with the most expensive 

camera. I love my old Panasonic Lumix.                                                                                                                                                                    

When I was at the last /forever NECCC photo conference in July 2022 shooting models in the hyjinx room there was a NYC 

professional photographer who demonstrated a new Fuji DSLR camera and stating how great the images he was making were 

never before possible.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

I was shooting the same subject with my Panasonic lumix fz70 camera 7-8 years old, point 'n shoot 20mm-1200mm, [maybe 

similar camera to Tony S's camera] and I had the same good results as the pro who was using the more expensive camera.                                                                                                                                                

Years ago I was with the late Michael Sender at the Belvedere Castle in Central park there was some guy with 1000mmm 

Canon lens using a Canon Mark 5 camera on a tripod etc about $50,000.00 worth of equipment shooting ducks.  I walked 10' 

behind the guy with my Lumix and shot the same duck and showed him the images.  He was shocked that my $400. point and 

shoot was taking as good an image as his expensive set up.  Granted a DSLR on a tripod will be better shooting in very dim 

light or shooting the night sky.  But my point is before buying anything new you really should question every new camera, every 

new plugin, every new photo editor, every new piece of photo gear and ask yourself do you really need it or is what I currently 

have sufficient for my needs. You could save yourself globs of money.  Bob Green 

The process is very simple. Open the image that represents the multiple scanned photos in Photoshop, and then go to the 

menu and choose File > Automate > Crop and Straighten Photos. No input is required from you, and Photoshop will 

automatically create a new image for each photo that was found in the original. You'll still need to save those files manually, 

but the individual images will be created quickly and completely automatically.           Www.askTim Grey.com  

If I put six small prints on my scanner and scan them all at once with the white background like below, is 

there a way to tell Photoshop to find the six images and make each its own JPEG?                                                       

Tim's answer:  Yes, you can extract the multiple images from a scanned image using the "Crop and 

Straighten Photos" automation script in Photoshop.                                                                                                                                        

With a flatbed scanner it is obviously possible to set multiple prints onto the glass and scan all the 

images at once, creating a relatively large scanned image that is comprised of multiple photos. 

Fortunately, Photoshop is capable of then automatically cropping and straightening all the photos from 

that larger scanned image to create individual images.    .  



 

 

Cowboys & Indians is a great magazine featuring the west.  Their interviews with western stars and musicians provide inside looks into 

their lives and dwellings.  Horses  and wildlife are important to the magazine also.  The photography is always top notch  and readers are 

welcome to join their annual photo contest.  One issue and you may be hooked too.  “photoJoe” 

https://w1.buysub.com/pubs/CN/CNI/subscribe.jsp?cds_page_id=252627&cds_mag_code=CNI&id=1676649349510&lsid=30480943

163069399&vid=2 

Among our most revered photographers of cowboy life and Western landscapes, Kurt 

Markus died on June 12, 2022, at his home in Santa Fe. He was 75.                                                                                                                                                                        

The darkroom was where he was happiest. That may seem like a paradox — the man 

famously associated with the West's wide-open spaces and the cowboy's love of clear 

mountain mornings was most at home in a cramped space where light is welcome only in 

judicious doses.                                                                                                                                                       

You had to know something about the quality that defined Kurt Markus — supernatural 

focus — to appreciate that many of the times he felt most alive were spent alone, working 

in a fickle medium with methods fast fading from the scene. Modern photography is mostly 

about manipulating computer programs. Darkrooms are anachronisms. He didn't ply his 

trade on horseback (Well, sometimes he did, actually.) but as a man out of time Markus 

embodied the cowboy spirit in a photographer's body.                                                                                                                                                        

Remembering Legendary Cowboy Photographer Kurt Markus         

In the latest issue of Cowboys & Indians magazine there is an article "Remembering Kurt Markus: Cowboy Photographer" 

written by Chuck Thompson.                                                                                                                                 

"He was suspicious of tricks, of shortcuts, and never trod the digital path, instead believing strongly in the fundamentals of 

working with film, within the rectangle," friend John Pearson wrote on his Mr. Feelgood website. "The darkroom was his happy 

place. He'd go into a meditative space where he became one with his work," says Maria Markus, his wife of 38 years. "When 

he took a photograph and had developed the negative, he's go into the darkroom and work day and night, seven days a 

week."    The compete story with B&W images is wonderful.  You can read the entire article on line article here:  

https://www.cowboysindians.com/2023/02/remembering-kurt-markus-cowboy-

photographer/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215&utm_content=Cowbo

ys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215+CID_b82d4a4b46c1fde9b670d595cb145a0e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monit

or&utm_term=Read%20More 
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Our program on Feb 15 was Andy Silver's presentation "Basics of 

Photography".                                                                                                  

The program got a little late start and we were fighting  those all too 

common “computer gremlins” for a while.  It was great to see patient 

members pitch in to find a solution.                                                                         

Andy began with sharing his screen and an image of a Nikon D500.                            

He went step by step over all the knobs dials and buttons starting with 

where to attach the strap including  a suggesting on a good strap to use. 

Then continuing with the various functions of every control on the camera 

in great detail.  Delving into the menu and the numerous settings and 

ways dials and buttons can be used for different reasons. Andy left no 

stone upturned providing great details for all to learn.  He gave us 

information on camera bags too. Andy also went further with a description 

of various lenses and their uses and functions of stabilization and when to 

use it or not use it like on a tripod. Great job Andy.                                                                             

The following day one member did email that he was not aware there was 

so much to a DSLR and was glad he only had a point and shoot camera. 

Well there is something for everyone in photography.  

“Whatever you are, be a good one.”  

Abraham Lincoln 

Hope you had a good President’s Day. 

https://www.cowboysindians.com/2023/02/remembering-kurt-markus-cowboy-photographer/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215&utm_content=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215+CID_b82d4a4b46c1fde9b670d595cb145a0e&utm_source=Campa
https://www.cowboysindians.com/2023/02/remembering-kurt-markus-cowboy-photographer/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215&utm_content=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215+CID_b82d4a4b46c1fde9b670d595cb145a0e&utm_source=Campa
https://www.cowboysindians.com/2023/02/remembering-kurt-markus-cowboy-photographer/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215&utm_content=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215+CID_b82d4a4b46c1fde9b670d595cb145a0e&utm_source=Campa
https://www.cowboysindians.com/2023/02/remembering-kurt-markus-cowboy-photographer/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215&utm_content=Cowboys%20%20Indians%20Newsletter%20215+CID_b82d4a4b46c1fde9b670d595cb145a0e&utm_source=Campa
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CRE  eliot friedman              I Drew the Earth Myself                  21 
CRE  Edward Xu                    Unisphere                                        21 

CRE  Bill McLernon               Amarilus                                          22                               

CRE  Anne Hickey                 Bamboo Leaves                               22                       

CRE  Robert Green                My Past Girl Friend-Make-Up        24 

CREII  Robert Green             Taranula on Candy Dish                21 

CREII  Tony Sicilliano           Beauty And The Beast                    23 

     Judges - Steve Kessler, Mike DiRenzo, Bonnie Forman-Franco 

DBW  Edward Xu                   BWSplash                                      20 
DBW  Anne Hickey                Black and White Squares             21 

DBW  Bill McLernon              Stissing Boat House                     21 

DBW  eliot friedman              Chrysler and Friends                    22 

DBW  Robert Green               Be Happy                                       23  

 DBWII  Robert Green            Lovely-Make-Up                            22                                   

DBWII  Tony Sicilliano           Wobbly Barn                                  23 

 DPA  eliot friedman               BAR                                    21                              

DPA  Louise Destefano          Just Floating                      23                                        

DPA  Robert Green                  Outside Dancer                23                                     

DPA  Robert Green                  My New Car—                    24                              

DPA  Bernard Huang               small cottage                    24                   

DPAII  Sherre Lin                     play in sky                           21                     

DPAII  Tony Coppeta                Pretty Portrait                     21 

DPB  Anne Hickey                   Sail Boat 2                           21 
DPB  Tony Sicilliano                Sunrise On The Lake 2       22                                

DPB  Bill McLernon                 Glory Farm                           23                        

DPB  Edward Xu                      LifeIsBeautiful                     23  

Wow look at all the 24’s and 23’s nice work this month 

TOTALS INCLUDING THE PFLI FEBRUARY COMPETITION 

CREATIVE  TOTAL SCORE 

Siciliano  115  

Green  111  

McLernon 109  

Friedman  93  

Hickey  48  

xu  42  

Coppeta   22  

BW TOTAL SCORE 

Green  110  

Friedman  109  

Mclernon 109  

Hickey 88  

Siciliano 88  

Xu 42  

DeStefano 41  

 B GROUP TOTAL SCORE 

Siciliano  112  

McLernon 109  

Gellman  84  

Hickey  84  

Hu  22  

Xu  22  

A GROUP TOTAL SCORE 

Green 115  

Huang b 111  

friedman 110  

DeStefano 109  

Coppeta 90  

Lin 65  

Repstad 43  

WE ARE ABOUT HALF WAY THROUGH THE SEASON AND THE ABOVE TOTALS ARE A RESULT OF THE 

FIRST 5 PFLI COMPETITIONS.  THERE ARE MORE MONTHLY COMPETITIONS AHEAD SO KEEP 

ENTERING.  REMEMBER OUR FCC “PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR” AWARDS IN JUNE ARE NOW BASED 

ON THESE PFLI COMPETITIONS.  BEST OF LUCK TO ALL OUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.                                                    

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR IF YOU NEED HELP CONTACT ANY BOARD MEMBER. 



By Ana Mireles                                                                                                                                                                                                           

    Whether you’re just getting started in digital photography or need some new inspiration, have a play around with these new 

techniques and level up your skills today.                                                                                                                                                                    

1. LESS IS MORE:  You’ve probably heard about this advice for minimalist photography, but it’s actually good practice for all 

photographers.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Think about someone who talks too much; at some point, you lose interest and stop listening – the same can happen with 

visual information! When your image is too busy, you won’t be able to communicate the message. For example, if you’re 

doing  street photography, you wouldn’t want to just shoot at a random crowd. It’s better to identify an interesting subject or 

element in the scene and focus on that one thing.                                                                                                                                                                         

Instead, if you’re doing portrait photography, look for a solid color or a neutral background to make the subject stand out.      

If it’s not possible to do that, then blur the background by narrowing the depth of field…. or blur the background using 

Lightroom (or other program) after the fact.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Reducing the amount of visual clutter in your images is one of those photography techniques that sounds simple enough, but 

actually requires dedicated practice to pull off well.                                                                                                                                            

2. TRY DIFFERENT ANGLES: . One of the biggest mistakes as a beginner is to photograph everything at eye level. When you do 

this, you’ll never find anything original or surprising because it’s the way we all see it all the time.  Moving around and finding 

a different position shows a different angle of a given object and changes the perspective and composition of your picture.  

For example, you can crouch and photograph from a lower level tilting up the camera. When it’s a subtle change, it’s known 

as low level. When you go all the way down to the floor, it’s known as worm’s eye view.                                                                                   

In the opposite direction, you can photograph your subject from a high level. This is commonly used for children or pets 

because it makes their eyes look bigger. If you go really high up, it’s known as the bird’s eye view.                                                                                                       

A type of high-level angle often used for food photography or still life is called a flat-lay. In this case, the camera is parallel to 

the composition. You can learn more about flat-lay photography here.                                                                                                                            

Another fun one is the dutch angle. To do this, you should tilt your camera sideways – to have the horizon in a diagonal. Try 

experimenting with all of them.                                                                                                                                                                                     

3. IMPROVE YOUR COMPOSITION:  Learning composition is essential to every type of photography – and it’s great because 

you can do it with any camera; you don’t need one with manual modes or interchangeable lenses.                                                                                             

It doesn’t matter if you’re using a camera phone, a toy camera, or the most expensive full-frame on the market. You can 

always improve your photography by mastering composition.  This refers to the way you place the objects inside the frame. It 

might sound like nothing, but it can be the difference between a scroll-stopping photo and a meh-photo.                                                                                  

The first composition rule every photographer learns is the rule of thirds. It states that you should divide your frame into nine 

equal sections tracing two vertical lines and two horizontal ones.                                                                                                                                  

Then, you need to place the most important subjects where the lines intersect. Most cameras and smartphones have a grid 

with the rule of thirds.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

There are many other composition rules aside from that one. Some of them even contradict each other – that’s why it’s more 

accurate to call them guidelines. So, take it slow and learn which ones work best for your style and your subjects.                                           

4. STEP OUT OF AUTO MODE:   Take control of your camera to achieve the results that you want. When you shoot in auto-

mode, you’re letting the camera decide everything for you. Yes, it will probably get correct exposure (on average – not 

contrasted situations). Still, you won’t know how it happened, and you won’t be able to reproduce it or modify it to give it your 

personal style.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Jumping from Auto to Manual can be very difficult, so try using the semi-automatic modes to make the transition easier.     

The aperture will define how much of your image is in focus – this is called depth of field. Use the aperture priority mode to 

master this camera setting before moving on to the next.                                                                                                                                    

The shutter speed has an impact on moving subjects. With it, you can either freeze something or capture a motion blur. Use 

shutter priority mode to practice without having to worry about the other settings, and you should also read our guide on what 

shutter speed will blur motion.                                                                                                                                                                                                                

You should also learn about the exposure modes for high contrast scenes or specific lighting techniques such as high key 

and low key.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

5. DON’T UNDERESTIMATE ISO:. The ISO is the most ignored setting from the exposure triangle. When there’s enough light, 

it’s easy to forget it exists, even if you left it in a high number on a previous photoshoot. If instead, it’s dark, people tend to 

crank it up to the camera’s maximum value. Both of these things are bad practice.                                                                                            

The ISO determines how sensitive is the sensor on your  camera. This gives you a lot of flexibility to shoot under  different 

light conditions. But, like anything you adjust, it will have an impact on the final result. In this case, it will add digital noise.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The ISO should be at the lowest possible value. When there’s enough light to control the exposure with the shutter speed and 

the aperture, you should keep it at 50, 100 or 200 – depending on your camera.                                                                                                                                                                                             

Although, you shouldn’t be afraid to raise the value if you have to. For example, in night photography. Manufacturers have 

increased the sensors’ sensitivity amazingly; this doesn’t mean that you’ll get a high-quality image using such high ISO 

values. (you can also use specialist software for reducing noise in images.)  Do some trials using your camera to determine 

how far you can go with an acceptable result.                                                              Continued next page...                                                                                                                                                                     

Stick to the essentials with these 12 top photography techniques that will improve your skills as a photographer 

in 2023. (Easy to follow guide for beginners.) shotkit.com 
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https://shotkit.com/author/anamireles/
https://shotkit.com/street-photography-tips/
https://shotkit.com/blur-background-lightroom/
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https://shotkit.com/motion-blur/
https://shotkit.com/motion-blur/
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https://shotkit.com/high-vs-low-key-lighting/
https://shotkit.com/what-is-iso/
https://shotkit.com/exposure-triangle/
https://shotkit.com/best-noise-reduction-software/
http://shotkit.com


6. ACCESSORIZE:  Buying newer and more expensive equipment won’t make you a better photographer. Instead start buying 

some camera accessories that are much more likely to help you improve as a beginner photographer.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Filters are an important part of the photographic gear. Many people think that by having Photoshop, you don’t need to use lens 

filters anymore – that’s not true. For example, a neutral density filter is key for doing long exposure photography during the 

day. There’s a huge variety of filters for different effects and circumstances.                                                                                                    

A flash unit is another accessory worth having. With it, you can photograph in darker situations; or you can use it as a fill light. 

(If you think you can do that already with the pop-up flash on your camera, let me give you an extra tip: avoid using any built-in 

flashes of your camera or smartphone.)                                                                                                                                                                   

7. USING A TRIPOD:  A tripod is an essential tool for any photographer. You might think it’s going to limit you because you 

won’t have the same freedom of movement. However, it opens up a world of possibilities.                                                                        

When you use a tripod, you can do night photography without compromising with the camera setting to avoid camera shake. 

Also, you can do long exposure photography by using slow shutter speeds.                                                                                                           

Another fun technique that you can try is light painting. You can do this by leaving the shutter open, and you ain’t, write, or 

move a source of light. See our guide to light painting here.                                                                                                                       

You also need a tripod if you want to experiment with self-portraits or to do macro photography. Overall, a tripod allows you to 

do different types of photography that you couldn’t do otherwise.                                                                                                                        

Plus, it will help you improve your composition and focus because you’ll have the camera steady from one picture to the 

next.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

8 UNDERSTANDING LIGHT:   Light is the raw material of photography, so understanding how it works is key. This is an 

extensive topic which, of course, you’re welcome to deepen. However, I’ll give you a couple of basic principles to get you 

started.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

In photography, you need to consider the intensity of the light – in other words, how bright or dim it is. Then, consider its 

directionality: where is it coming from? This will tell you where are the highlights and the shadows.                                                    

The third thing that you need to analyze is the quality of light. A hard light will create strong shadows with well-defined edges. A 

soft light will have very light shadows that blend with the surrounding area.                                                                                                             

Finally, consider the color temperature. Light has different colors that are measured with something called Kelvin degrees.     

In the middle of the scale, there’s white-neutral light which is the one from the middle of the day. From there to one side of the 

scale, you’ll find warmer tones, such as the light from a table lamp – on the other side; there are cool colors like the ones from 

an overcast sky.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

To control this, you use the White Balance in your camera or post-production.                                                                                                     

9. EXPERIMENT:  Once you get to know your camera and feel comfortable  start experimenting. There’s no better way to grow 

than trying new photography techniques or a different style than the one you’re used to.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

It’s also great fun – take the photography technique known as double exposures, such as in the image above. Most modern 

cameras allow you to do this, and it can produce effects that will leave the viewer scratching their heads in amazement!        

10 LEARN POST PROCESSING:.  Before digital photography, there was film photography. After you took the pictures, you 

needed to develop the film and print the photos. You could do it by yourself, or you could send it to a lab.                                                                        

Learning to work your image in post-production is like learning to develop your own film and print your own images – it gives 

you control of the full process.  You can edit your images to make the necessary adjustments to finish up your photo, or you 

can get into the creative process and do photo composites or otherwise alter the original shot.                                                                                          

A piece of extra advice here: you should always shoot in RAW – if your camera supports it. This will keep extra information to 

give you more flexibility when you edit.                                                                                                                                                                         

The best photo editing software also allows you to stay on top of your photo storage and organization – for a great guide on 

how to organize your digital photos .https://shotkit.com/organize-digital-photos/                                                                                                          

11. KEEP INSPIRED:  Knowing how to shoot is different from knowing what to shoot. Sometimes it’s difficult to get out of a 

creative block or start a project.                                                                                                                                                                       

Especially when you start to learn the rules and techniques in photography, it can be difficult. You were used to carrying 

around your camera and shoot everything that captured your eye.                                                                                                                       

Now, you possibly overthink everything because you’re focusing on composition, concept, settings, and so on.                                                   

Searching for inspiration in other photographers is always a good way to overcome these creative dry spells. Attend 

exhibitions, browse photography books, and of course, keep reading everything online to do with digital photography.                               

12. PRACTICE:.  The most important tip of all is to practice. As much as reading, watching tutorials, going to photography 

schools and attending webinars can help you – there’s nothing like actually taking the photo and learn from the errors and 

success.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

You can know all the photography techniques known to man, but if you don’t put them into practice, you’ll never be able to 

execute them well.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

The beauty of digital photography is that you often have unlimited chances to get a shot – if you mess something up, simply 

take another photo. It doesn’t cost anything, other than your time!                                                                                                                 

From slow shutter speed photography to high-speed photography, experimenting with a different focal length,                                                                            

motion blur, long exposure and everything in between, get your camera out and simply start taking photos!                                                                                                

Ana Mireles is a Mexican researcher that specializes in photography and communications                                                        

12 top photography techniques continued 
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It was then that I saw one of the grounds keepers tending to a nearby bush. I approached him 

and asked if he would be able to sprinkle some water drops on the two flowering bushes for 

me. Without hesitation, he agreed and went to get a water hose for the effect. In a matter of 

minutes the kind grounds keeper hooked up the hose and made it rain! The water drops 

glistening on the flower petals and leaves, looked like a Hollywood movie star wearing her best 

jewelry! One after another all the flowers looked like an opened treasure box.  

FIELD TRIP to Planting Fields Arboretum State Historic Park     

                                             Story by Tony Coppeta    

Photo Bill McLernon  

On February 16th 2023, a small 

group of FCC members which 

consisted of Bill McLernon, Tony 

Coppeta, Thomas Mrwik, and Tony 

Siciliano went to Planting Fields 

Arboretum State Historic Park in 

Oyster Bay, NY.  Jim Kakoullis from 

the Fresh Meadows Camera Club 

joined us on the trip.  It was the 

perfect day for this type of trip. The 

Photography gods must have been 

on our side. With the crisp fresh air, 

and perfect light from the sun 

hiding behind a large wall of clouds, 

it made for optimal photography! 

The sun acted as our giant light box 

in the sky.  

We took in the beauty of the Camellia green house armed with camera and years of experience. Yes, it looked like a paradise 

with beautifully manicured flowering bushes.                                                                                                                                                                                  

Bill McLernon 

The flowers were in every color, design, and size. We all took 

different paths in the green house, hunting for the best 

specimens to photograph.                                                                                                  

I took many shots of some of the world’s most treasured 

flowers. I began to compose and capture many of the flowers 

most beautiful poses. Every flower I saw in my viewfinder was 

magnificent, but I still wasn’t satisfied with the images. 

Having a love of photographing flowers and leaves after a 

good rainfall, I had an Idea. I needed some water drops on 

my flowers and leaves to add some dramatic effects.                                                                                                                                            

     

Our field trip was a total success all around. We had the perfect weather, lighting, 

comradery and yes, a little help from a very kind Green House grounds keeper.  

We finished our trip with a stop at Messina’s Market for a nice sit down lunch. 

Looking forward to our next FCC field trip.        Tony Coppeta 

Tony Coppeta 

Tony Coppeta 

My excitement was so overwhelming, that I just had 

to show the flower in my view finder to the person 

that made it all possible. With his eyes opened wide 

and a big grin on his face, he said, ’The water drops 

was a great idea!’ I thanked him again, and he 

posed for a portrait for me.                                                                                                                                                               

Bill McLernon 
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Jim Kakoullis  
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Stay Focused! 

Camera Bag Essentials:  
From the day I decided to get into photography, I’ve been like a sponge when it comes to 

absorbing new ideas and techniques, listening to suggestions and purchasing gadgets. 

As the number of photographers I met expanded in size, I realized some were equipment 

“junkies” that had to own every gadget on the market. Others were minimalists and 

stuck with basic gear. As I thought about past friendships I’ve had with photographers in 

both categories and everything in between, it gave me an idea for this week’s tip. I 

looked through my camera backpack and realized a lot of pieces of gear I consider 

staples weren’t even created for photography. 

Whether you’re an equipment junkie, minimalist or somewhere in between, I share with                                                                                                       

you both the obvious and less obvious camera bag essentials. If you’re an involved                                                                                                                              

photographer out in the field every day or a casual shooter who waits for special events, it doesn’t change what gets carried in 

the pack. 

While the following items may be obvious, I want to start the list 

by sharing the photo gear that should be carried:                                                  
an array of various focal length lenses, extra batteries, charger with a car 

adapter, a polarizer, an extra camera body, a flash or reflector and extra 

memory cards. These items are considered givens and every camera bag 

should have a reserved place for each.  

 
                                                                               Below are the items that prompted me to compose this week’s tip. Almost none                      

.                                                                              of them are even found in camera stores but are considered essential. Will they 

be utilized each time you head into the field? In all honesty you hope not, but you’ll thank your lucky stars when you encounter 

the times they become essential. None are heavy or take up bulk, making them well worth the slight bit of extra weight.    

Camera Bag Essentials:                                                                                                                                     

Leatherman-Type Tool  It’s essential to have some brand of all-in-one tool. Be sure it has pliers, a 

screwdriver, knife, scissor and file all contained in a fold-up sheath that takes up little room. It has 

allowed me to make gear repairs or other modifications enabling me, or my safari participants, to 

continue in the field. If you travel by plane, transfer it into your checked luggage as it will get confiscated 

as carry on.                                                                                                                                                                  

Headlamp   Much of the work we do requires us to be in the field before sunrise and after sunset. If the terrain is rocky, 

loose or tough to navigate, we want to see where we’re headed to prevent a twisted ankle or something worse, which puts a 

headlamp near the top of the list of less-obvious camera bag essentials.                                                                                                                      

Whistle   Cell phones and smart watches can certainly save your life, but when all else fails regarding a cell signal or dead 

battery, a whistle may aid in your rescue. Here’s to hoping it never has to be used.                                                                                          

String  If you photograph flowers or other small objects, background distractions can be eliminated. A piece of string can 

temporarily control the surrounding environment and allow you to return it to the way it was prior to making the photo. A 

simple strand may be invaluable for other bail-out purposes.                                                                                                                         

Duct Tape  Tape can be utilized for the same reason as string, but it can also be used to make temporary repairs that 

require waterproof solutions. Of even greater magnitude, it can be used medically in emergency to bind skin. The duct tape I 

carry is the size of a scotch tape roll.                                                                                                                                                                 

Plastic Bag  I carry a large trash bag that takes up little room but can keep either me or my gear dry. If I get caught in the 

rain, it can be made into a poncho. If there’s a light drizzle, I can place it over my camera and tripod and still make photos. If 

the ground is wet and the best angle to make the photo is from down low, I lay it out and stay dry.                                                                   

Business Cards/Model Releases  There once was a circumstance where I was photographing an iconic scene and 

through it rode a bicyclist. I snapped away and struck up a conversation. I asked the rider to sign a release. I also provided a 

business card to add credibility and bestow a comfort level to get her signature.                                                                                                        

Your Camera Manual The last item in our list of less-obvious camera bag essentials is something many photographers 

soon forget about after purchasing a new camera: the manual. If something happens to your camera and the explanation is 

clearly written in black and white, you’ll thank your lucky stars you’ve been toting it around.            Russ Burden                                       

from   https://www.outdoorphotographer.com  


